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Surface induced dissociation as a tool to study
membrane protein complexes†

Sophie R. Harvey,ab Yang Liu,c Wen Liu,c Vicki H. Wysocki*a and
Arthur Laganowsky*cd

Native ion mobility mass spectrometry (MS) and surface induced

dissociation (SID) are applied to study the integral membrane

protein complexes AmtB and AqpZ. Fragments produced from SID

are consistent with the solved structures of these complexes. SID is,

therefore, a promising tool for characterization of membrane

protein complexes.

Membrane proteins are essential to mediate the traffic of solutes
in and out of the cell, and in translating extracellular stimuli into
function. The structural characterization of membrane protein
complexes is challenging due to their insolubility in aqueous
solution, low expression limits, and propensity for aggregation.1

Mass spectrometry has emerged as a powerful structural biology
tool, enabling analysis of intact soluble and membrane protein
complexes, as well as membrane protein–lipid complexes.2–7

When coupled with ion mobility (IM), MS can provide an extra
dimension of information on the protein shape, in the form
of a rotationally averaged collision cross section.8–10 In order
to retain native stoichiometry and conformations, membrane
proteins are introduced into the gas phase either within a
nanodisc, with amphipols, or within a detergent micelle; these
assemblies are then disrupted within the mass spectrometer to
liberate the protein or protein complex.11–14

To obtain substructural information on the complex using
native MS it is necessary to perform dissociation in the gas-
phase. The most commonly used activation method is collision
induced-dissociation (CID). CID typically partitions effective
conversion to products between liberating the complex from

the micelle and dissociating the complex, if enough energy is
applied. For soluble and membrane protein complexes, when
CID does occur it typically produces an unfolded monomer and the
corresponding (n � 1) multimer.15–17 CID hence provides informa-
tion on stoichiometry with limited information on substructure and
assembly. In contrast, surface induced dissociation (SID) has been
shown to selectively disrupt the weaker interfaces of soluble protein
complexes, yielding both information on assembly and compact
subcomplexes reflective of the native structure.18,19 Additionally,
subunits can retain their ligands if the binding site is not disrupted
upon dissociation.20 Here we apply this technique to membrane
protein complexes to discern if the fragmentation observed is
reflective of the known structure for these protein complexes, even
after they have been liberated from a detergent micelle within the
mass spectrometer. We chose to study the trimeric ammonia
channel (AmtB) and the tetrameric water channel (AqpZ) from
Escherichia coli, both of which have solved crystal structures21,22

making them excellent model systems for this proof-of-concept
study. Furthermore, both protein complexes, and the corresponding
protein–lipid complexes, have been studied previously with CID, and
exhibit only limited dissociation and dissociation consistent with the
typical CID pathway i.e. ejection of monomer and (n� 1)mer.7,23 For
both membrane proteins, we used the detergent tetraethylene glycol
monooctyl ether (C8E4), which has been shown previously to reduce
the charge carried by the complex when compared with other MS
compatible detergents. Charge reduction is advantageous as it is
attributed to more stable and native-like complexes.7,24,25

We first considered the trimeric membrane protein complex
AmtB. In order to perform SID studies on a single defined m/z
species, the instrument conditions had to first be optimized to
enable clean m/z selection in the quadrupole. In typical MS studies
the membrane protein complex is liberated from the micelle
post introduction into the gas phase. Within a Waters Synapt,
an ion-mobility enabled quadrupole time-of-flight instrument, this
is most commonly achieved by application of CID in the trap (the
first stacked ring ion guide CID cell), which is located after the
quadrupole. Here we use a method26 where we disrupt the micelle
in the ionization source region, using a raised source temperature
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(120 1C), and cone voltage (90 V), with a correspondingly low
trap CID voltage (5 V), which leaves little excess detergent and
results in sharp, clean, peaks (Fig. S1, ESI†). The collision cross
sections (CCS) of the intact trimeric AmtB generated in this way
are on average slightly larger but are within the experimental
error of those determined when using a low source temperature
(20 1C) and high CID voltage (60 V) and to those previously
published7 (Table S1, ESI†). Hence, this method can enable
clean m/z selection, without perturbation of the complex, as has
been shown previously.23

With the ability to isolate a selected charge state of membrane
protein complexes we then carried out SID studies of the isolated
17+ charge state of AmtB at low collisional energy, 1700 eV (Fig. 1).
At this energy, monomers and dimers were the main SID products
with these products being compact and in good agreement with the
theoretical CCS for the subcomplexes generated from the crystal
structure (Fig. 1). However, the highest charge states of monomer
produced are slightly unfolded, as is the highest charge state of
the dimer, suggesting that under the conditions required here
we do observe some limited unfolding upon dissociation. The
most intense products are however consistent with the solved
structure of AmtB and highlight that SID, unlike CID, can provide
substructural information for this membrane protein complex
liberated from the detergent micelle, in the form of primarily
folded subproducts. As SID energy is increased, further dissociation
can occur, producing monomer from dimer (Fig. S2, ESI†).

In order to discern if this trend holds for multiple membrane
protein complexes, we then considered the tetrameric AqpZ. As
with AmtB, the protein complex was liberated from the micelle
before the quadrupole, using a source temperature of 120 1C,

producing clean peaks and enabling clean m/z selection (Fig. S3,
ESI†). The CCS generated for the tetramer under these condi-
tions are in good agreement with those obtained with a cold
source and higher CID energy (Table S2, ESI†), and to those
previously published.7

The 13+ tetrameric AqpZ was selected for SID studies, with low
energy SID producing monomer, dimer, and trimer (Fig. 2 and Fig.
S4, ESI†). Similarly to AmtB, these products are reflective of the
solved structure of AqpZ, which has cyclic (C4) symmetry with
equal interfaces between all subunits.21 Low energy SID provides
substructural information, cleavage to dimer/dimer and mono-
mer/trimer, which is consistent with the atomic structure of this
membrane protein complex. Significantly, IM shows that these
products are primarily compact with good agreement to the
theoretical CCS generated via extracting the coordinates of indivi-
dual subunits from the atomic structure, PDB 1RC2 (Fig. 2B). The
trimer is more compact than the theoretical CCS, suggesting it
rearranges after dissociation into a more compact and presumably
more stable form, as would be expected for a cyclic complex, after
one monomer subunit has been lost.

We also applied SID to study the interactions of AmtB and
AqpZ with three lipids: cardiolipin (CDL), phosphatidylethanol-
amine (PE) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG). We first considered
AmtB and the lipid PG, a phospholipid with known binding
sites to the channel.7 In this MS study, AmtB was observed to
bind up to six PG molecules (Fig. S5A, ESI†). The most intense
holo species was AmtB(PG)1, and therefore the 17+ charge state
of this species was mass selected for SID studies. SID, per-
formed at an energy of 1700 eV, of the isolated 17+ ion of
AmtB(PG)1 primarily produces compact monomers and dimers,

Fig. 1 (A) SID spectrum for the 17+ AmtB at a collision energy of 1700 eV. Inset is cartoon representation of the structure of AmtB (PDB 1U7G) and
interfacial analysis determined from PISA,27 with predicted SID products (monomer and dimer), with crystal structure shown below. (B) CCS for AmtB
determined through the calibration procedure using travelling wave IM. Dashed lines represent the CCS calculated from the crystal structure, for different
oligomers. Trimer was determined from the full MS, while dimer and monomer were produced following SID of the 17+ charge state at an energy of
1700 eV. Theoretical CCS were determined using MOBCAL and the previously established scaled PA approach.28 For AmtB, a source temperature
of 120 1C was used, with a cone voltage of 90 V and a trap CID voltage of 5 V, while a source temperature of 20 1C and cone voltage of 20 V was used for
the calibration standards, to prevent activation of these soluble complexes. CCS plotted are the average values from three repeats, error bars represent
standard deviation between repeats and generally fall within the symbol size.
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with some precursor remaining also (Fig. S5B, ESI†), similar to
the observations for the apo protein at this SID energy. Signifi-
cantly, lipid is observed bound to a portion of all products and
B30% of PG is lost from the precursor ion upon collision with
the surface. The fact that lipid is retained on the subcomplexes
is interesting, and suggests these interactions are preferentially
retained, in comparison to the protein–protein interactions.

We then applied the same approach for AmtB(CDL)1 and
AmtB(PE)1 (Fig. S5C–F, ESI†). 53% of the precursor is observed to
lose PE following SID with no significant lipid loss observed for
CDL. The fact that lipid is lost from the precursor following surface
collision may be due to partial unfolding following collision with
the surface, as observed with IM, or may be due to a weaker
interaction for PG and PE in comparison to CDL. However, the
strong retention of bound CDL is an interesting observation and
is in agreement with recent gas-phase unfolding experiments.23

For AmtB(CDL)1 and AmtB(PE)1 a portion of all subcomplexes
retain the lipid. Interestingly, for all lipids we see no significant
difference in the onset energy for fragmentation in comparison
to the apo protein (Fig. 3), suggesting that although lipid binding
can stabilize the complex with respect to unfolding,7 no signifi-
cant effect is observed here for dissociation of the complex (lipid
is unlikely to be located at the interface between subunits).

We next considered the interactions between AqpZ and CDL,
PG, and PE. In these MS studies, AqpZ was observed to bind up to
two CDL molecules or up to three PG or PE molecules (Fig. S6,
ESI†). In all cases, however, the most intense holo complex
observed was the species with one lipid-bound, and therefore this
molecular species was selected for SID studies. SID was performed
at a collision energy of 1300 eV in all cases as this energy yielded
significant fragmentation of precursor to subcomplexes consistent

with the structure for the apo protein. SID of the 13+ charge state of
AqpZ(CDL)1 at 1300 eV primarily produces compact monomers,
dimers, and trimers, with some precursor remaining (Fig. S6B,
ESI†), similar to the observations for the apo protein at this SID
energy. Significantly, lipid is observed to be bound to a portion of
all subcomplexes and no lipid is lost from the precursor upon
collision with the surface.

Similar studies were performed on AqpZ(PG)1 and AqpZ(PE)1

(Fig. S6C–F, ES1†) and, for both of these lipids, a fraction of

Fig. 2 (A) SID spectrum for the 13+ AqpZ at a collision energy of 1300 eV. Inset is cartoon representation of the structure of AqpZ (PDB 1RC2) and
interfacial analysis determined from PISA,27 with predicted SID products and crystal structure shown below. (B) CCS for AqpZ determined through the
calibration procedure using travelling wave IM. Tetramer was determined from full MS, while trimer, dimer, and monomer were produced following SID
of the 13+ charge state at an energy of 1300 eV. Theoretical CCS were determined using MOBCAL and the previously established scaled PA approach.28

For AqpZ, a source temperature of 120 1C was used, with a cone voltage of 90 V and a trap CID voltage of 5 V, while a source temperature of 20 1C and
cone voltage of 20 V was used for the calibration standards, to prevent activation of these soluble complexes. CCS plotted are the average values from
three repeats, error bars represent standard deviation between repeats and generally fall within the symbol size.

Fig. 3 Fragmentation efficiency plot for the 17+ trimeric apo AmtB,
AmtB(PG)1, AmtB(PE)1, and AmtB(CDL)1. Apo and holo trimer intensity
following surface collision were summed; values shown are the average
of three repeats and error bars represent the standard deviation.
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lipid is lost from the precursor following SID. However, 81% (PG)
and 64% (PE) of the total remaining tetramer retains the lipid at
1300 eV collision energy. This is similar to the observations made
for AmtB in complex with these lipids, however, the extent of lipid
loss is much lower. For both AqpZ(PG)1 and AqpZ(PE)1, monomer/
trimer and dimer/dimer are produced and in a fraction of all
subcomplexes the lipid is observed to be bound, even to monomer
products (Fig. S6D and F, ESI†). As with AmtB there is no
significant difference in the onset energy for fragmentation in
comparison to the apo protein (Fig. S7, ESI†) again suggesting
that although lipid binding can stabilize AqpZ with respect to
unfolding, no significant effect on disassembly is observed.

In conclusion, SID of membrane protein complexes produces
subcomplexes consistent with their solved structure. We there-
fore believe that SID has potential in the study of membrane
protein complexes and their binding partners.
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